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Abstract. We are experiencing the emergence of federated approaches to re-
source sharing. In these approaches, trust links are established among different
autonomous organizations in order to grant users in any of them access to shared
resources with a single identity, stated by the organization the user belongs to.
However, some of those federations are working using different schemas for rep-
resenting user attributes, both from a semantic and a syntax point of view. This
fact makes difficult the interoperability of heterogeneous federations based on
different authorization systems. The work presented in this paper benefits from
an existing proposal for building confederations, eduGAIN, to address that issue.
As we will see, it will be necessary a way to establish the relationships between
attributes and technologies from different federations and to define how those re-
lationships can be published and managed. We present the required conversion
policy, the entities in charge of the conversion process, and the communication
protocols for conversion requests and for publishing the policies.

1 Introduction

In recent years, a significant number of federated approaches to resource sharing have
raised in large organizations. In these approaches, trust links are established among
those different autonomous organizations in order to grant access to shared resources
according to the user’s identity, stated by the organization the user belongs to. Important
examples of these approaches are the establishment of academic federations worldwide,
such as eduroam [21] or MAMS [3]. In those scenarios where users are moving among
the different organizations, it is important to take into account what kind of credentials
are exchanged among those domains and how these credentials will be managed by
each organization.

It is worth noting that one of the main objectives of federations is to create collec-
tions of resources and users from geographically distributed organizations. Although
those distributed organizations can make use of independent authorization systems for
local purposes, all of them must be unified to provide a common authorization service
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at federation level. To address the drawbacks related to the use of different authoriza-
tion technologies, we must define a service for converting identities, names, attributes,
resources, actions, policies, and formats between administrative domains.

During this paper, we are going to consider two federations based on different au-
thentication and authorization technologies. For example, we can think in a Shibboleth-
based federation [20], such as MAMS [3] or Haka [2], and an eduroam-based federation,
which is based on RADIUS technology [19]. Many other examples can be found using
technologies or solutions such as PAPI [14], PERMIS[5], etc. These federations need
to establish a trust relationship for resource sharing.

As we show in this paper, the trust fabric among those organizations can be defined
by means of eduGAIN [15], which provides with the required entities, protocols and
technologies that can get in touch those federations. eduGAIN provides an easy way
to locate the authentication and authorization services. For example, Alice, a U.S. re-
searcher belonging to the Shibboleth-based federation, from now on Home Institution
(HI), wants to access to the wireless network in an eduroam-enabled institution, from
now on Remote Institution (RI), during a conference that takes place in an European
university. In this case, RI will probably access to the authentication and authorization
services located in HI, the former in order to obtain an authentication statement defining
Alice as a valid user, the latter to obtain Alice attributes in HI, i.e. role, entitlement, etc.
All this information is required in RI in order to take the right access control decision.

While eduGAIN provides a protocol for exchanging credentials between federations,
even for solving the WAYF (Where Are You From?) problem of locating the authen-
tication and authorization points for each federation, there is still an open issue: the
way heterogeneous credentials from federations, based on different technologies or lan-
guages, should be managed. Following the previous example, roles for Alice might be
expressed in HI by means of a SAML AttributeStatement sentence [9], which contains
attribute eduPersonEntitlement with value urn:mace:ri.edu:researchgrant:55523981,
that is, Alice works in RI with research grant number 55523981. However, this kind
of information might be represented in the RI federation, also by means of SAML
statements, but using attribute urn:mace:terena.org:schac:personalPosition with value
urn:mace:terena.org:schac:personalPosition:es:hi.edu:research. Furthermore, another
practical example could be found when the HI is based on the PERMIS system, where a
X.509 Attribute Certificate [10], containing a permisRole attribute, should be translated
into the previous SAML sentence.

It is needed, therefore, a way to establish the relationships between attributes and
technologies from different federations and to define how those relationships can be
published and managed by those institutions. The first issue requires a conversion pol-
icy able to define whether attribute A from HI, in a specific format, is equivalent to
attribute B in RI, in a different one. The second issue implies the definition of entities in
charge of the conversion process, where those entities would be located (inside/outside
federations, etc.), and the communication protocols for conversion requests and for pub-
lishing conversion policies.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the
eduGAIN infrastructure. Section 3 introduces the Credential Conversion Service, which
defines a generic conversion process for authorization credentials. Section 4 defines
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how the conversion service can be integrated in the eduGAIN infrastructure, defining
the architectural components, how the required information is published, and the com-
munication profile. Section 5 describes an example of conversion policies by means
of the XACML specification [7]. Section 6 gives an overview of the different existing
schemas for user attributes and, finally, section 7 presents our main remarks.

2 eduGAIN

The main aim of eduGAIN [15] is to build an interoperable Authentication and Au-
thorization Infrastructure (AAI) to interconnect different existing federations. In this
way, eduGAIN is responsible for finding the federation where a roaming user belongs
to, translates the messages between the federation internal protocols and eduGAIN and
vice versa, and establishes the trust fabric among the participating institutions.

Fig. 1. eduGAIN infrastructure

The main goal is achieved defining a set of common services, where it is included
the MetaData Service (MDS), and a confederation-aware element, called Bridging Ele-
ment (BE), responsible for connecting the different federations to eduGAIN. As Figure
1 shows, metadata related to federations are published by means of the MDS. These
metadata include information for locating the authentication and authorization points
of the federation. Then, the appropriate authentication and authorization requests are
routed by the remote BE toward the user’s home institution. This scheme is also valid
in order to communicate different institutions belonging to the same federation, as [13]
describes for Universal Single Sign On purposes.

The specific way the authentication and authorization processes are carried out in
eduGAIN are defined by different profiles. Currently, a profile compatible with Shibbo-
leth, called Web SSO, and another one that does not require human intervention, called
Automated Client, are defined. Moreover, additional profiles are being developed, as for
instance a DAMe [1] profile based on NAS-SAML [17].
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3 A Generic Credential Conversion Service

The proposal presented in this paper is based on a previous work defining a generic
Credential Conversion Service (CCS) [6], which describes a bridge between heteroge-
neous authorization systems. In order to define how a target institution could manage
credentials coming from a source institution (source credentials), and to translate them
into an internal representation (target credentials), we can consider several alternatives
from an authorization management point of view:

1. Policy Enforcement Points (PEP) and Policy Decision Points (PDP) of the target
institution must be able to understand every kind of source credentials. In this way,
no conversion is needed. However, depending on the number of PEPs, PDPs, end
users, resources, or actions, this option can present several problems derived from
scalability and complexity, as bridging policies must be made widely available and
applications must be developed with full support for several authorization propos-
als.

2. Authorities of the source institution must be able to generate whatever kind of as-
sertion containing the privileges related to their end users, which might be further
interpreted by the PEPs and PDPs of the target institution. This involves that these
authorities should know lots of details about the target scenario, such as URIs for
actions and resources, attribute designators, confirmation methods, etc.

3. To make use of a special credential conversion service, provided at a common level,
in order to translate source credentials into target credentials. In this way, the con-
version (or bridging) policy is enforced by a central element (although the service
can be replicated among different nodes), minimizing the drawbacks associated
to scalability and complexity. This conversion service is trusted by the PEPs and
PDPs of the target scenario, an therefore they consider the converted credentials as
trustworthy as the rest of statements.

The generic CCS system adopted this last point of view (which is really suitable for
eduGAIN since there is a specific set of common services) and defined the set of profiles
and statements that will be needed in order to deploy such a service. Specifically, it is
composed by two different profiles (pull and push based) governing how to exchange
and to embed SAML assertions, and by several architectural entities involved in the
conversion process. In order to be adapted to eduGAIN, the proposal has been slightly
modified using the pull profile, as we will see in next sections.

It is worth mentioning the SAML statements that were designed for CCS purposes,
as they will be used here for eduGAIN. Those extensions are two new SAML elements
defined in the CCS namespace: ccs:WrappedStatement is used to encapsulate the cre-
dentials; and ccs:ConversionQuery is the representation format of a conversion request
sent to the CCS.

WrappedStatements are formed by the following components:

– StatementType defines the type of credential being wrapped. Following the SAML
rules, it is defined as a URI. The prefix is urn:ccs:names:credential,
and some defined values are x509, x590ac, saml, sdsi, spki. The pre-
fix urn:ccs:names is experimental and, once eCCS consolidated, it would be
added to the eduGain namespace urn:geant:edugain.
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– Encoding specifies the encoding used to express the credential. Usually, every cer-
tification standard has its own encoding formats, such as DER encoding for X.509
certificates, canonical s-expressions for SPKI certificates, or XML for SAML as-
sertions. It is also defined as a URI (prefix urn:ccs:names:encoding).

– WrappedData. This field contains one or more credentials of type StatementType,
which are formatted using Encoding method. As several credentials can be related
to a specific target scenario, the number of occurrences of this field is unbounded.

On the other hand, ConversionQuery extends saml:SubjectQuery and also includes
the following components:

– Recipient is a new attribute defining the entity that will receive the resulting SAML
assertions. Following the SAML rules, it is defined as a URI that makes reference
to some well known architectural entity. The recipient is an optional element, and
if it is not specified the CCS will send the SAML assertions to the default entity
specified in the conversion policy.

– The samlp:RespondWith element contained in every SAML request should be used
to specify the type of SAML assertion that will be generated in response to the
conversion query.

– An element to include the WrappedStatements.

4 A Credential Conversion Service for eduGAIN

Once we have presented both eduGAIN and the generic CCS, this section defines a new
Credential Conversion Service for eduGAIN (eCCS).

Two main issues need to be addressed by this service: first, to use an inter-federation
credential representation, able to represent the set of credentials defined by each fed-
eration in a common language; second, to define where this eCCS will be located, the
interaction with the rest of components and the kind of information to be exchanged.

Regarding the first issue, it is required to define a common credential representation,
from now on eduGAIN Common Credentials (eCC), which will be managed by the
eduGAIN infrastructure. HI will need to define the relationship between the internal
credentials and eCC. In the same way, RI has to publish how its internal credentials
can be translated into eCC. For example, in academic federations, a good choice for
eCC is the set of attributes defined in the DAMe project [1], which is based on both the
SCHAC [18] and eduPerson [12] proposals, and tries to homogenize an inter-federation
set of attributes. Following the previous example, HI’s attributes will be based on the
eduPerson schema. Therefore, eduPersonEntitlement, for example, will be translated
into the eCC attribute urn:mace:terena.org:schac:personalPosition.

Regarding the second issue, the first step is to make eCCS available. Here we can
find two approaches: the first one is where eCCS is a centralized service belonging to
the common eduGAIN services; the second one is where it is a distributed service be-
longing to each federation. The former is more transparent for federation institutions
whereas the latter provides more flexibility and functionality to those institutions. This
work describes the first one as the generic case which provides the more wide vision
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of the problem. The second one would be a specific case where for example, the publi-
cation of conversion policies is not necessary. In eduGAIN those common services are
located in the Common eduGAIN Services component.

The second step is to define how each federation will publish the relationship be-
tween its internal credentials and eCC. It is an in advance step before the real interaction
between federations occurs, and it is described in section 4.2.

Following the generic approach, once all this information has been published in the
MDS, the system operates as follows. A user coming from HI tries to gain access to a
protected Resource located in RI. The user will be authenticated (following the eduroam
hierarchy, for example), and the Resource will use the eduGAIN infrastructure (BE in
remote institution, RBE) in order to locate where the user attributes can be retrieved
from and, if necessary, how they could be converted to the eCC format. Then, a check
is performed in order to determine whether the source credentials have to be converted.
In that case, the MDS will return the location of a BE in the home institution (HBE)
where credentials in source format can be obtained from. It is worth noting that HI
can define one single BE to obtain both attributes in source and non-source format, or
to define different BEs. Consequently, the RBE, after obtaining the source credentials,
will make use of the new eCCS module in order to convert them to the needed schema.

The eCCS operates as follows. It will receive the conversion request and will make a
double conversion process: first, translating the source credentials into the eCC format;
second translating the eCC credentials into the target format. The whole process is
described in next sections.

4.1 Proposed Architecture

Figure 2 shows how the new module named eCCS has been added to the Common
eduGAIN Services, and the relationship with the rest of components.

– Resource: Protected resource belonging to a federation which requires valid au-
thentication and attribute credentials in order to grant access to end users.

– Policy Decision Point, PDP: This component checks the Resource Access Policy re-
lated to the protected resource. Authorization decisions are based on user attributes.

– Attribute Authority (AA): Also known as the Identity Provider. This component uses
an Attribute Release Policy in order to decide which user attributes can be released
under specific circumstances.

– Bridging Elements (BE): BEs (located in home and remote institutions) establish
trust links among authentication and authorization components and user applica-
tions. In this case, we extend this component in order to integrate the conversion
process. The main aim of a RBE in this scenario is to locate the user attributes and
to issue Credential Conversion Requests to the corresponding eCCS. This module
will receive an Attribute Response including the user’s credentials in a valid inter-
nal representation (target format).

– eduGAIN Credential Conversion Service: The eCCS entity is responsible for the
credential conversion process. Conversion requests received from an institution
must include the following elements: the source credentials to be converted and
the identifiers of the home and target institutions. With this information, the eCCS
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Fig. 2. CCS for eduGAIN architecture

will carry out the double conversion process previously described. If the conversion
process is successful, the eCCS will respond with an Attribute Response message.

– Federation Peering Points (FPPs): FPPs are the components responsible for pub-
lishing the relationship between the source format and the common credential for-
mat, that is, the conversion policy. That publication has to be done prior to any
interaction between federations. It is important to note that if the eCCS were a dis-
tributed service it would be connected to the FPP in order to define the metadata
environment for this federation, and the publication process would not be neces-
sary.

Finally, it is worth noting that this centralized approach can be distributed among the
different federations using the same basic components. The CCS element could be part
of the FPPs, and therefore performing the conversion in a distributed way. However, we
still need a policy to express the conversion process and an interface to exchange the
conversion messages between the CCS and the BE. As we will see, the design provided
in this paper is also suitable for this approach as it addresses the same functionality.

4.2 Publication of Metadata Related to the eCCS

In the general case, in order to allow foreign institutions to make use of the user cre-
dentials defined in a federation, each institution/federation has to publish the following
information:
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– A conversion policy which defines how the credentials used in the institution can
be translated into the common representation (eCC).

– Expected credential format. This format represents the internal credential format
of an institution. It will be used by the MDS to process the received information
requests. MDS will compare the expected credential format published by the home
institution with the one specified in the information request. If both formats are
different, MDS will return the location of a BE able to return the user credentials
in a wrapped statement, which will be later translated by the eCCS.

– The Bridging Element which will return user credentials in source format (by
means of wrapped statements).

The FPP of each institution will make use of the MetaDataPublish message, defined
by eduGAIN, and extended in order to convey such information. eduGAIN MetaData
follows the format defined in SAML v2.0 [8].

Fig. 3. Credential conversion publication

Figure 3 describes the example of a publication message used by an institution, in this
case HI (md:Organization). HI publishes two AttributeServices, the first one (Source-
Format) will return the user attributes in source format, which is not the case of this
work. On the other hand, the second service (WrappedFormat) is in charge of return-
ing the attributes as described in section 3. Each service describes its location and the
protocol binding required to access the service, in this case, the SOAP protocol.

The AttributeAuthorityDescriptor also specifies the kind of attribute schema used
in the HI. In this case, following the previous example, HI is based on the eduPerson
scheme. Finally, HI has to publish the conversion policy, which is based on XACML
and described in section 5.

It is important to note that this publication process is not necessary when the eCCS
service is distributed among federations. The next section describes the interaction
among components and how the conversion process is carried out.
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4.3 CCS Profile for eduGAIN

This section describes a conversion profile for the eduGAIN architecture. It shows the
communication between components and the kind of information exchanged.

In this profile, due to RI defines the access control rules based on the user authentica-
tion and authorization processes (the former by means of the authentication credentials
and the latter by means of attribute credentials), it needs to obtain the user attributes
before taking the right decision. As already mentioned, source and target credential
formats are different, so RI will need to use the eCCS in order to translate the user
credentials into a suitable representation.

Following the previous example, HI will be based on Shibboleth, where user at-
tributes follow the eduPerson specification, and they will be represented by means of
SAML assertions. RI will be based on the eduroam infrastructure, where the DAMe
project has defined a the set of attributes mainly based on SCHAC, and they are also
represented by means of SAML. For the sake of simplicity, we will suppose the eCC is
also based on SCHAC.

Fig. 4. CCS profile for eduGAIN

First, user authentication must be performed. In our example, the user could present
either a login/password pair or a X.509 identity certificate credentials, which could be
authenticated by means of a direct trust relationship among institutions or the use of a
pre-established certification hierarchy. During the process of discovering HI’s informa-
tion, RBE will receive the attribute solicitation point (HBE). It is important to note that,
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inside the Home Lookup message, RBE has to include the expected kind of credentials
(schema). If MDS discovers those credentials are different to the ones provided by HI,
it will return the location of the HBE which will return the user credentials as wrapped
statements. The communication protocol between BEs and MDS is based on the REST
[11] protocol, and it is widely described in [16].

Once the user is authenticated, user attributes must be obtained. RBE is aware of
users who do not belong to HI, for example, by means of information included in their
authentication credentials, so their attributes have to be recovered from their home do-
main. Then, RBE queries the HBE in order to obtain the user attributes.

The query contains an AttributeRequest message defined by eduGAIN, which in-
cludes the user’s subject and the kind of attributes expected by Resource and, option-
ally, a resource identification. The binding used in the inter-federation communication
will depend on the particular scenario. A common solution is to use SOAP/HTTP.

HBE receives the AttributeRequest message and, through the internal Attribute Au-
thority located in HI, it recovers the user attributes. Following the example previously
described, those attributes, which are based on eduPerson, need to be wrapped in some
way in order to be transported to RI. In this case, the AttributeResponse message sent
by the HBE is based on the WrappedStatement sentence presented in section 3.

RBE detects those credentials are in source format (they are included in the Wrapped-
Statement), so it has to invoke the conversion service. RBE sends them to the eCCS,
whose location was obtained from the MDS. It generates a ConversionRequest mes-
sage, also presented in section 3, signs this request and sends it to the eCCS module
located in the Common eduGAIN Services. It is important to note that the invocation of
the eCCS could not be necessary if the RBE was able to manage very simple conversions
between credentials, and it would depend on the specific scenario and the functionality
of the RBE.

Once eCCS receives the ConversionRequest, it has to follow the following steps:
First, to detect the user home institution (HI) and the remote institution (RI); second,
to convert the source user credentials into the eCC type and format; third, to convert
the user credentials in eCC format into the target credentials type and format; finally,
eCCS will respond to the RBE with the converted credentials. HI is detected by means
of the information contained in the wrapped statement, and RI is detected by means of
information contained in the conversion request. The credential conversion process is
based on conversion policies, which will be introduced in the next section.

5 Credential Conversion Policies

Following the design described in [6], the conversion policies will be structured accord-
ing to a common schema. Depending on the type of conversion (from a source format to
the common format or vice versa) the information contained in the policies will change.
These are the main fields:

– Subject: Two subjects specifying the source and destination domains. One of them
must make reference to the eduGAIN common credentials (eCC), depending on the
direction of the specific conversion rules.
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– Resource: The resource elements represent the attributes issued by the source do-
main that need to be translated into target attributes.

– Action: This policy contains only the convert action.
– Obligation: Every permitted conversion will involve an obligation, which specifies

how to translate the credentials.

Fig. 5. Conversion Policy example

Figure 5 shows a simple Conversion Policy to translate Shibboleth attributes into
eCC credentials (SCHAC-based). For example, ToCommon defines an attribute that can
be translated from the domain o=ShibDomain,c=C to the common domain. There is
only an allowed action, convert. The involved domains are specified using the Subject
element, and for each attribute of the source domain it is necessary to define a con-
version policy. This specific policy defines the Rule element specifying the attribute to
be translated (type and value), and an Obligation element specifying the target eCC
attribute. For example, the policy described in figure 5 defines that the ShibDomain at-
tribute type eduPersonEntitlement and value urn:mace:ri.edu:researchgrant:55523981
must be translated into the eCC pair attribute type schac:personalPosition, with value
urn:mace:terena.org:schac:personalPosition:es:hi.edu:research.

It is worth noting that the addition of home domains involves additional PolicySet
elements, and more attributes per domain requires more Policy elements.

Regarding to scalability, the use of XACML do not necessarily involves that the size
of the conversion policy might run into megabits. In fact, the number of attributes to
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be considered for authorization purposes is usually low, and the set of values that can
be assigned to those attributes is also reduced. Moreover, the conversion rules will be
applicable in most cases for large sets of users without requiring the modification of the
policy, taken profit of the XACML structure.

6 Related Work

This work is mainly influenced by the different existing schemas for user attributes, and
therefore a general analysis of those schemas would be worthy.

Attributes are most commonly of a descriptive nature and associate a characteristic
with an entity. User attributes provide information about users that can be used in ad-
dition to or instead of the user’s unique identity to make authorization decisions. Such
attributes are used in combination with access policy to offer rights to specific resources.

As we show in this paper, user information is transmitted between different domains
for authorization purposes. There is a set of the user information that is relevant to the
specific protected resource and the environment. The selection of the user attributes will
be realistic, and in this case will be mainly based on educational attributes.

There has been a lot of effort done by several research groups which are also aligned
with the technologies (Shibboleth, eduGAIN) used in this proposal. Shibboleth relies
on the eduPerson [12] schema, a schema for higher educational user attributes defined
by Internet2 and EDUCAUSE initiative. eduGAIN, on the other hand, has focused its
user attributes interest on the so called Schema for Academia. SCHAC [18] has been
defined by TERENA initiative with the aim of carrying out some work in the area of
attributes coordination.

Thanks to the definition of the eduPerson and SCHAC, higher educational institu-
tional directories are provided with a common list of attributes and definitions, also
very helpful for inter-institutional data exchange. Additionally, eduPerson and SCHAC
are not independent each other. SCHAC, which has been developed after eduPerson
had been released, covers the eduPerson schema as a subset of its defined attributes.
SCHAC covers from specific defined attributes to other general already defined attribute
schemas. This relationship benefits inter-institutional interoperability between SCHAC
and eduPerson compliant institutions.

As we have previously commented, the DAMe project mainly focuses on a roaming
environment where user attributes are used to provide access control to the network.
eduGAIN and DAMe contributors have considered as a basic set of attributes, which
are basically a subset of SCHAC attributes, and that we called eduGAIN Common
Credentials (eCC).

7 Conclusions and Future Work

The proposal presented in this paper has been designed to provide an interoperability
service for confederations of heterogeneous federations. We provide the elements, poli-
cies and communication profiles needed to address this challenge, using eduGAIN as
the most suitable starting point. Our work is mainly focused on the educational envi-
ronment, but it can be considered appropriate for any other scenario since it does not
depend on the specific semantic behind the attributes or resources.
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As a statement of direction, a suitable scenario where this approach would very use-
ful is the Grid computing. The integration of eCCS with technologies such as VOMS
[4] will allow the relationship of Grid federations based on the different technologies in
an easy and scalable way.
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